Celebrating Multiracial Identity
at The Well Family Retreat

A Racial Identity Program
for Children Ages 3-8
by Lily Rappaport

This children’s program was designed for The Well, a family-friendly retreat held at
Ferry Beach in Saco, Maine, on July 24-27, 2019. The Well was funded in part by a
generous grant from the Liberal Religious Educators Association 21st Century Fund and
as supported by the Meadville Lombard Theological School.
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Introduction
The Well: A Family-Friendly Retreat
Tending the Wounds of Racism
Generations of social science research has taught us that children identify racial bias
and role preferences as early as their preschool years. As time unfolds, these
preferences turn into points of conflict and negative feelings of self worth, or, for white
children, feelings of superiority. All these messages are confirmed by larger society,
especially through schooling, media, family life, community and religious institutions.
There is a new urgency and relevance in the wake of deep racial divides, social
tensions and violence around the country, to teach about tolerance to the very youngest
children.
The Well is a community that offers children, youth and adults a manner to engage
issues of race in healthy, accountable, and life-giving ways. It is important that as
children of color have a healthy identity and an awareness of their strengths and
weaknesses so that when they find themselves being judged - by society, the local
communities, themselves, or even their families - that they can stand firm on who they
are and where they came from.

The children’s program is designed to help children develop a basic understanding of
skin color differences and language they can use to be inclusive with one another.
Activities include making self portraits, identifying skin tones, writing poems about their
skin, and listening to stories that celebrate racial identities and experiences. Talking
openly about race and racism with children is important so that they can recognize and
interrupt bias when they see it. If a positive sense of self and others is allowed to
flourish, today's children will become adults who accept and affirm differences, identify
unfair situations, and strive to eliminate racism of any sort.
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About The Well
Mission:
The Well is an intentionally culturally proud, welcoming, and unapologetic gathering that
centers the experiences and expressions of communities of color. As a faith formation
retreat, The Well provide a rare multi-generational space for children, youth and adults
of color to explore our spiritual paths, the rites of passage that bear witness to our
experiences; music, sport, arts, body and food that speak to our souls, and worship and
ritual that inspires all.

The program includes
● Deep welcome, celebration, renewal, connection, reconciliation by and for people
who share experiences of being a cultural target in significant places in their
lives.
● Exploring our ancestral paths through storytelling and practices of reconciliation.
● Discovering theology and history of POC in Unitarian Universalism.
● Connecting our lives with the values and commitments of Unitarian Universalism.
● Sharing stories of cultural displacement, migration, global inter-connections and
their impact on our way of thinking, feeling, and being.
● Workshops and rituals to support the work of white parents and siblings in
multiracial families
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Program Demographics:
At the inaugural Well Retreat there were a total of 45 individuals in attendance.
Racial Identities include:
31 Adults
23 Persons of Color (18 Black, 3 Asian, 2 Biracial)
8 White
6 youth (between ages 11-17)
8 children (8 years old and younger)
Children & Youth identities: 8 Biracial, 5 Black 1 Asian

The Schedule
Wed July 24: Who Am I?
4:00

Orientation

5:00

Social Hour

7:15 Evening program

Fri July 26: Challenges to We

6 :00 Dinner

5:30

Sunrise on Beach

7:30

7:30

Breakfast

9:00

Conversation Sessions 2

Evening activities

Thur July 25: Who are We?

12:00 Lunch

5:30

Sunrise on Beach

2:00

Activities

7:30

Breakfast

5:00

Social Hour

9:00

Conversation Sessions 1

6:00

Dinner

7:15

Evening Program

● POC Adults (16-older)
● White Adults
● Youth (10-15)

Sat July 27: Celebrations of We

● Children (1-8)

5:30

Sunrise on Beach

12:00 Lunch

7:30

Breakfast

2:00

Activities

9:30

Final Conversation Sessions 3

5:00

Social Hour

12:00 Lunch & Departure

6:00

Dinner
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Goals of the Children’s Program

The program was designed to help children
● feel positive about racial and cultural identity and feel proud of who they are
● accept and celebrate differences
● develop empathetic and just interaction with diversity
● feel acceptance of self and others.
● challenge the type of thinking that can lead to prejudice
● develop critical thinking and the skills for standing up for oneself and others in the
face of injustice
● have fun
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Strategies to Create an Anti-Bias Environment
● Keep a library of anti-bias picture books to read; these offer great opportunities to
spark discussion and to support anti-bias thinking.
● Reflect diversity in their surroundings (have dolls, books and toys reflecting racial
and cultural diversity
● Remove materials and visuals that promote stereotypes.
● Display images of all the children and families in your program
● Add toys and materials that reflect the cultures of the children and families in
your group. Then expand to include materials that mirror the diversity in the
world.
● Accept that you may feel uncomfortable when embarking on these discussions.
This should not deter you from the work.
● Use the children’s words to frame the lessons and discussions. Starting with the
children’s words empowers the individual and the group, demonstrating that you
are building meaning with them as a group.
● When these moments occur, open up the conversation rather than shutting it
down. Ask questions. Share stories. Allow the children to build an anti-bias
stance through their thinking as a group.
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Session 1: “Who Am I”
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Session 1: “Who Am I”
SCHEDULE-AT-A-GLANCE

9:00 - 9:05

Chalice Lighting & Song

5 minutes

9:05 - 9:15

Check In

10 minutes

9:15 - 9:30

Activity 1 Story Time

15 minutes

9:30 - 9:45

Activity 2

15 minutes

9:45 - 10:30

Activity 3 Art Project

45 minutes

10:30 - 11:00 Snacks, music and movement

30 minutes

11:00 - 12:00 Activity 4 Beach Walk

60 minutes

Chalice Lighting & Song

(5 minutes)

Welcome the children and light the chalice. “We light this chalice, a symbol of the light
within us and between us.There is a special little light inside each of us. Let us hold
everyone’s light with appreciate and love. Let it shine.”
Sing the Song “T
 his Little Light of Mine.” ( You can share that this song was written by
Harry Dixon Loes around 1920 and was an anthem of the civil rights movement in the
1950’s and 60’s.) (Click on link for background information:
https://www.npr.org/2018/08/06/630051651/american-anthem-this-little-light-of-mine-resistance

Alternative song: “Light a Candle for Peace, Light a Candle for Love” by Shelley
Murley h ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9M8SmWh2Fo
With American Sign-language https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwqnyTjMhLQ
Check In

(10 minutes)

Distribute battery-operated tea light candles to each child. Invite them to take turns
to light their tea light candle and to place it on the altar or table around the class
chalice as they introduce themselves.
What’s your name?
Where were you born?
Where do you live now?
What is something special about yourself or your family?
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Activity 1: Story Time

(15 minutes)

Choose a book with images that represent the background of the children and one
that will allow for discussion that is appropriate for the group. Suggested reading
include:
Shades of People by Shelly Rotner and Sheila M. Kelly (for ages 3-6).
Filled with photographs of children of every race and mix of colors, the book will
help in a conversation about people’s skin tones. Opening words are, “Have you
noticed that people come in many different shades? Not colors, exactly but shades.”
It explain that skin is like wrapping paper and you never know what will be inside. ”
Empasize the theme, “Beautiful children come in all colors, and all shades of skin
color are beautiful earth-tones found in nature. Our group is a wonderful mixture of
differences.” Encourage positive feelings about black and brown colors. This is
important for darker skinned children to counter the negative attitudes toward these
colors created by racism. Promote an understanding that skin-color differences are
interesting and desirable.
Discuss the advantages certain physical attributes give people under certain
environmental conditions. (Examples: darker skin gives more protection from the
hot sun than does lighter skin; the “epicanthic fold,” which determines the eye
shape of people with Asia origins, provides protection against the glare of snow.
“White” skin and blue eyes are predominant among peoples who originated in
Northern Europe where the sun is less strong.)
Book for slightly older children:
All the Colors We Are: The Story of How We Get Our Skin Color by Katie
Kissinger. (for ages 4-8) This book explains, in simple terms, the reasons for
skin color, how it is determined by heredity, and how various environmental
factors affect it.
Activity 2 Examing Skin Tones
Introduction

(15 minutes)

.

Explain that today we will talk about skin, hair, and eye color. If you have a mirror,
have children look at themselves or children can look at hands to examine skin
colors. Say things like, “We all have a color. Sometimes people have a hard time
describing the color of their skin. That is okay. We each have a special and beautiful
color. Even with each of our skin colors, there are many different colors. We get our
color from our parents and from relatives who lived long ago. We also get our color
from the sun and from something called melanin which are tiny grains of coloring in
our skin. Different people have different colors. ”
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Discussion questions: Talk about each child’s skin, hair, and eye colors, and
emphasize how special and beautiful each color is. (Possible questions to ask, Do
people choose their colors? Where do you get your skin color? Is it better to be one
color than another?)
For older children you can ask children if they ever heard anyone say something
bad or mean about another person’s skin color? Examples may be about hearing
others use people’s skin color to make fun of them or put them down. Talk about
what to do in those situations.
Using mirrors, look at own faces and others’ faces so children can see themselves
in relation to others.
Choose one of the following activities:
1. Paint Chips
Collect a large variety of chips from a paint store. Display the chips and allow
children to exam and sort the many shades of beige and brown. Identify the
ones closest to each child’s skin tone. Make a poster with the paint chips and
names of children. You can also make a simple chart stating the range of
colors and how many children have which color. Talk about how everyone
has skin and the functions it serves for everyone.
2. Mixing Playdough
Place four or five colors (choose from colors like white, red, orange, yellow,
brown or black) out for the children to explore. Encourage them to mix the
colors to create new colors. Encourage them to try to create a color that
matches their skin.
3. Mixing Paint
For older children, you can mix paints so that each child has her or his
individualized color for painting pictures of her or himself. Gather various
shades of paint, including white, peach, different browns, etc. and mix paints
together so children can find their skin tone. Use the paint to make artwork
together. Most important, celebrate the diversity of skin tones a child’s family
and larger community.
4. Stocking play/Skin-color Match-ups
While it sounds like a very simple activity, you’re giving the toddlers something to
see along with what you’re saying. The multi-sensory activity can really help
to enforce the message. Set out a number of nylon knee-high stocking in
various shades (tan, black, white, pink, yellow, and red). Encourage children
to put different color stockings on their hands and arms and give them a
moment to take a good look. Ask questions to help the children increase their
11

awareness of skin color. (Can you point to a stocking that is the color of your
skin? What color is that stocking you have on your arm? Is it lighter or darker
than your own skin? Do you see or know anyone with that skin color?)
Explain that no one’s skin color is really white, black, yellow or red.Emphasize
that skin-color differences are interesting and desirable. “Does the color on
your skin make you any different?” “Do you still like cupcakes and cookies
and French fries? Of course, because it doesn’t matter what color is on your
skin, right? You’re still the same person!”
5. Exploring Hair
Part A. Ask children to touch their hair and to look at their hair in the mirror. Ask
them to describe it. Then show pictures of how people from around the world
use hair to express themselves and their culture. Read the picturebook, Hair
Dance! by Dinah Johnson or watch the Sesame Streep clip: I Love My Hair is
an excellent conversation starter. If you can, gather wigs, scarves, rubber
bands, hair clips, turbans, and other items to create different hairstyles.
Part B. For this part, ask each child for their permission to have their hair
touched. If permission is granted, children touch each other’s hair and talk
about how each child’s hair feels. Say things like, “Each of our hair feels
different; hair has texture and curl. Some people have fine hair while others
have coarse hair. Some people have straight hair, and others have curly hair.
Talk about how people have different hair colors and lengths. Use
photographs of different hairstyles and hair-care products for the children to
use, explore, and talk about. Take a photo of each child's face and make a
collage of different hairstyles
Activity 3 Art Project

(45 minutes)

"Full Being" Self Portraits / Body Tracings
Exploring who we are and what kind of person we want to be. Make a life-size
cutout of each child with butcher paper. Provide skin-colored crayons and use
mirrors to help each child select the crayons that most closely look like her or him to
color in skin, eyes, and hair.
Materials: Length of paper to fit child’s height and width
Children’s Sissors
Markers, crayons or paint.
Fabric, ribbons, lace, yarn, or glue (optional)
Instructions:
1) Have each child lie down on the paper and trace his/her body, including
the outline of clothing and hair.
2) Children will decorate the outline with paint, crayons, or markers, and can
even glue on fabric, to create clothing and facial features.
12

3) When finished, children can cut out their figure and hang it on the wall.
4) Children can take turns telling about their cutouts.
Alternative Activity 1 - Face Drawings:
Draw faces. Choose crayons or markers that best match children’s skin tones.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nT2xC3vz-Mc

Alternative Activity 2 - Handprint Mural
Have children put their hands into the middle of the table and talk about what is the
same and different about each other’s hands. Outline the children’s hands. Use the
skin tone crayons to color in the outline of the hands.For older children, you can
mix paints so that each child has her or his individualized color for painting. Be
creative in talking about the beauty of each shade. “We come in many shades of
colors”, Children can each make a handprint with their skinshade paint on
individual sheets of paper. Cut out the hands and put them in order from lightest ot
darkest or paste them on on a large sheet to make a wall mural.
Alternative Activity 3 - Drawing Family Portraits
Draw pictures of your family doing a favorite activity. Talk about the child and
family’s gender, skin, hair, and eye color. What the children and families likes to do.
Make sure to use skin tone crayon and encourage them to explore with colors. This
can help a child become more aware of who he is and who others are. “Is everyone
in the family the same color?
Snacks, Music and Movement

(30 minutes)

What toddler can resist twisting and wiggling when the music starts? Introduce
anti-bias education with some music from around the world. Play songs from
13

different countries and try to find a few instruments from the different songs that
they’re not familiar with. Turn the activity into a multicultural freeze dance to make it
more fun for the kids. They’re still exposed to different music from different cultures
and they get used to enjoying it through play at the same time.
https://living.thebump.com/antibias-activities-toddlers-17394.html
Beach Walk

(60 minutes)

Walk to Beach to collect water samples for the evening ritual. This is a time for
children to bond with one another, to appreciate nature and to have fun outdoors.
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Session 2: “Who are We"
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Session 2: “Who are We"

SCHEDULE-AT-A-GLANCE

9:00 - 9:05 Chalice Lighting & Song

5 minutes

9:05 -9:15

Check In

10 minutes

9:15- 9:45

Activity 1 Story & Poetry Writing

30 minutes

9:45-10:30 Activity 2 Nature Walk

45 minutes

10:30-11:00 Snacks and music and movemen

30 minutes

11:00-12:00 Activity 3 Art Projects

60 minutes

Chalice Lighting & Song

(5 minutes)

Light the group chalice and say the following: “We light the chalice to celebrate the light
of love and peace that connects us.
Teach the children the hymn, “C
 ome and Go With Me to That Land” written by Rose
Sanders, the first woman of African descent to become a judge in Alabama.
Listen: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duQkrazZdoc
or “I’m On My Way”
“Peace Salaam Shalom” by Emma’s Revolution
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KKlaqo4Uzr0

Check In:

(10 minutes)

Distribute battery operated tea light candles to each child and invite them to take a turn
lighting their candle and adding it around the class chalice as they respond to the
check-in questions: (Choose from the following) ”What makes you laugh? What do you
love doing? What is the best thing that has ever happend to you?
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Activity 1 Poetry Writing

(30 minutes)

Choose one of the books/activities from the following:
1) Brown Spices Poetry
Read the book, Tan to Tamarind by Malathi Michelle Iyengar to explore poems
about the color brown, a color often left out of children’s poetry and songs. After
reading the poems, use brown spices such as cinnamon, cloves, coffee grounds
and nutmeg to make art. Write poems about how these spices feel and smell.
The result is a collection of beautiful associations with the color brown.
2) Flavor of Colors Poetry
Read the book The Colors of Us by Karen Katz. This story is a positive and
affirming look at skin color, from a seven-year-old artist's perspective. It
describes the skin color of all the diverse groups of people with different flavors.
Using paint chips, have the children compare their skin to the paint chips and
then use the paint chip names as inspiration for writing poetry.
Activity 2 Story & Nature Walk

(45 minutes)

Intentionally choose a book with images that represent the background of the children
and one that will allow for discussion appropriate for the group. In Preparing the children
for a nature walk, read the book, All the Colors of the Earth, by Sheila Hamanaka. Ask
children to find words to describe the color of their skin. While in nature ask them to find
something that matches their skin
Nature Walk- Tell the children that the group will take a walk to appreciation nature.This
is a time for children to bond with one another, to appreciate nature and to have fun
outdoors. Additionally you can incorporate the following activities:
● Do a color scavenger hunt.
● Ask children to to collect interesting objects that they find during their walk and
then make a group sculpture together.
● Invite everyone to use their senses and describe what they find in nature. (I see
___; I smell ___; I feel ___; I hear ___)
Snacks and music and movement

(30 minutes)

Teach the children songs and dances from different nations of the world. Children will
begin to see that all people like to sing and dance, but every group has its own special
ways of doing it. Talk with the children about how different music sounds: loud, soft,
fast, or slow. Listen for the different instruments. Add skin color, hair texture and color,
and eye color to songs about body parts.
https://feedingourflamingos.com/10-fun-dance-songs-for-kids-on-youtube/
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Activity 3- Art Project

(60 minutes)

Cultural Craft Time (anti-bias activities.) Deciding on which craft activities to use is
probably going to be the tricky part because there are so many to choose. You can
introduce American Indian culture with a construction paper headdress craft, or
introduce African culture with an African wall mask. Other cultural crafts include a
Chinese dragon dance puppet, an Egyptian Pharaoh mask, a Jewish menorah and a
Japanese fan. To symbolize unity and equality, celebrate the anti-bias learning with a
unity wreath, made from construction paper cutouts of hands in different skin shades.
Choose from the crafts below:
1. Mask Painting - Make or purchase masks and then paint and decorate them

2. Doll-making
Doll making can help celebrate our diverse heritages and differences.

Make a doll with fabric scraps.
18

● Step One Cut material into square pieces about 6” x 6”
● Step Two Roll up one of the pieces of fabric into a ball and then cover it with the other
●
●
●
●

●

piece of fabric. (This will be the dolls skin)
Step Three Use a craft stick to stiffen the doll by inserting it into the open end of the
fabric cover piece.
Step Four Place a rubber band around the neck of the doll to secure the head and craft
stick in place.
Step Five Take a colored/pattern square and drape it over the head of the doll to form a
scarf. Add a rubber band or tie yarn around the neck to secure the scarf in place.
Step Six Take the another fabric piece and wrap it around the bottom section of the doll
and craft stick to form the body. The open end of the fabric should be at the back of the
doll. Secure it with a rubber band at the neck.
Step Seven Take your 3” x 6” piece of fabric and wrap it around the shoulders of the doll
to create a shawl.

● Draw in a face with markers (use a fine point Sharpie since water based markers
bleed when used on fabric) or better yet, leave the faces blank - it adds an extra
level of imagination to the toy.
Incorporated the dolls into pretend play. Playing with dolls is a creative activity that
helps kids practice how to interact with other people while allowing them to make
mistakes. It's important that children be able to identify with dolls so that they can
imagine the world from their perspectives and build empathy. (See next Activity)
3. Storytelling with Dolls. This exercise comes from “Rethinking Early Childhood
Education by Add Pelo (p23-28): Dolls can also be useful in telling stories. Telling
stories can help children practice pro-social skills, problem solving, cooperation, and
dealing with emotions. Being involved in discussions about the stories enables each
student to develop empathy and anti-bias attitudes. You can tell stories in which
children experience name-calling, exclusion, hurtful teasing and other biased behaviors.
To plan a story line about a bias situation, decide what bias the story will present and in
what way the bias will be expressed. Determine whether the doll you use as the main
character will be acting in a biased way or experienceing the bias. Then choose the doll
that best fits these details.
Examples of stories:
“When everyone went around the circle to tell what they want to be when they grown
up, Brad said he would like to be a nurse. Then Rajit laughed and said, “You can’t be a
nurse, dummy. That’s for girls!”
“When Henry went to play in the boat, two kids yelled at thim, ‘Go away! No black kids
in here!”
19

“When Kya was at play practice, one of the other kids told her to give up her chair. Kya
told him no, because she was sitting in the chair. He said she should go sit on the floor
because her family comes from Africa. He said everybody in Africa sits in the dirt, so
Kya should too.”
Children can benefit by experiencing the feelings that these dolls have in order to
understand how much bias hurts. They will learn by emphathizing with the dolls,
discussing strategies for dealing with the situations, and seeing themselves as a person
who will not act in this way. Many times children will have even more intense
experiences to related when you bring these issues up in a story.
The stories will have a different meaning for each student. Some may relate to the story
as something that might or already has happened to them or the people they know.
Others will recognize their own biased behavior. As part of the palnning process, you
will need to prepare to support children who might related personally to the story you
are planning.
The main goal for all of the children when listening to these stories is the same: to learn
that acting in a biased way is unfair, hurtful and most important, not something tany of
us ever want to do. They will learn to recognize common biased behaviors such as
name-calling, exclusion, and hurtful teasoing. As they critiiqe these situation’s all the
chilren will practice the critical thingking skills that are essential to recognizing and
rejecting bias, as they expeirenc eit in their lives. This ability will make it possible for
them to avoid incorporating biased ideas into their belief systems and allow them to
stand up agains bias when they encourter it.
The story line is only the beginning of the story process. With the children, examine the
feelins of the character being treated unfairly. They will discuss the problems with the
way the doll is being treated. They willl brainstorm strategies to deal with the sitatuoion,
and you will related how the doll successfully handled it. Children will take a journey
through the story to the successful conclusion, right along with the doll.
https://babbledabbledo.com/how-to-make-a-doll/
https://kidworldcitizen.org/make-multicultural-paper-dolls/
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Session 3: “Telling Our Stories"
SCHEDULE-AT-A-GLANCE
10:00-10:05

Chalice Lighting, Song

5 minutes

10:05-10:20

Check In

10 minutes

10:15-11:00

Storytelling & Discussion

45 minutes

11:00-12:00

Theater Activity

60 minutes

Chalice Lighting & Song

(5 minutes)

As you light the group chalice, say the following: “We light the chalice to remind us of
the light and love that connects us. We are all a part of the interconnected web of life of
which we are all a part.
Teach the song: “He’s Got the Whole World in his Hands” (You can explain that the
song is a traditional African American spiritual, first published in 1927 and written by
Master Sergeant Obie Edwin Philpot)
.
Check In

(10 minutes)

”What memory will you take away from here? What was your favorite activity? What did
you learn?”
Storytelling & Discussion

(45 minutes)

Book Reading and Discussion:
Let’s Talk About Race by Julius Lester. It begins, “I am a story. So are you. So is
everyone.” and asks questions such as, “How does your story begin?”
Theater Games

(60 minutes)

Theater Games provide an opportunity for children to express their own ideas, thoughts and
feelings in a creative environment. Theater skills enhance children’s self esteem, make it easier
to step into new situations, help them problem-solve, strengthen listening skills, encourage
cooperation, make interaction with others more comfortable. The following games are from On
Stage: Theater Games and Activities for Kids by Lisa Bany-Winters.
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1. Talking Ball is a creative listening game and involves beginning improvision. Props - A Ball.
Sit in a circle. The person who is holding the ball is the storyteller. The storyteller begins telling a
story about anything. After a few sentences, the storyteller tosses the ball to someone else. The
new person holding the ball becomes the new storyteller. The new storyteller continues the
story where the old storyteller left off. The second person must build off of the story that was
started by the first person. After a few sentences, the ball is passed again, and the story
continues with a new storyteller. Keep tossing the ball util the story comes to an end.
You can only talk if you are holding the talking ball. You can toss the ball at the end of a
sentence or in the middle. If the ball is tossed in the middle, the new storyteller continues the
story exactly from the point where the first person stopped. For example, the storyteller may
say, “There once was a dog named Rex. He had a friend named…,” and tosses the ball. The
new storyteller completes the sentence by saying, “Rover,” and continues the story.
Listen closely to the story so that, when it’s your turn to be the storyteller, everything makes
sense.
2. Family Portraits - This Theater Game provides an opportunity for children to express
themselves in a creative environment. A picture tells a lot about a character- the way she
stands, the expression on her face, the way she interacts with others. This activity gives you
ideas for different kinds of characters. It’s as fun to watch as it is to play. Divide the group in half
so that half can watch while the other half plays.
In each group, choose one player to be ther photographer. All the players in the group get
together and pose like they’re having their picture taken. The first picture should like like a nice
family portrait; perhaps some people are kneeling in front while others are standing in back.
Once you are in position for your protrait, the photographer calles out a kind of family, such as,
“The musical family.” She counts to three. The posing players have three seconds to change
their positions and pose the way the musical family would pose.For example, you might change
the position of your arms and pretend to be playing an instrument. By the time the photographer
is done counting to three, everyone should be frozen in his or her new pose.
The photographer calls out another type of family, such as “The sleepy family,” and counts to
three. Again, before the photographer finishes counting to three, the posing players change their
positions and facial expressions to become sleepy. The photographer calls out four famly types,
then the next group takes a turn.
Suggestions for Family Types: Crazy family, Sick family, Magical family, Loving family, Fighting
family, Goofy family, Circus family, Dancing family, Rock and Roll family, Gymnastics family,
Sports family, Swimming.family, Movie-star family, Sad family, Fire-fighting family, Artist.family,
Aerobics family, Lion family, Teacher family.
Remember, you are making a picture, and pictures can’t move or make sounds. Try to stay in
the same place in the picture - so if you are kneeling in the front, you should always be kneeling
in the front, even when the type of family changes.
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Developmental Guide: How Children Develop Their
Racial and Cultural Awareness and Identities
Talking About Race With Children Ages Three to Eight
In her book, Anti-Bias Curriulum: Tools for Empowering Young Children, Louise
Derman-Sparks states, “Children develop their identity and attitudes through
experiences with their bodies, social environments, and their cognitive developmental
stages.” As these three factors interact, young children progress through certain stages
of racial and cultural awareness.

Infants/Toddlers
The foundation of self-awareness is laid when children are infants and toddlers. At
these stages, children learn "what is me" and "what is not me." Toddlers are sensitive to
the feelings of the adults around them, and they begin to mimic adult behavior. By age
two, children recognize and explore physical differences. They are also learning the
names of colors, and they begin to apply this to skin color. Natural curiosity will lead to
questions about differences. ‘

The Preschool Years (age 3 and 4)
At this age children are full of curiosity about the world around them and begin to try to
make sense of new and exciting environments like school. They are better at noticing
differences among people. They have learned to classify, and they tend to sort based
on color and size. They can't yet deal with multiple classification, so they get confused
about the names of racial groups and the actual color of their skin. They wonder why
two people with different skin tones are considered part of the same racial group. Many
preschool children will comment - in words or through actions - on hair texture, eye
shape, and other physical characteristics. They want to know how people got their color,
hair texture, and eye shape.
Children at this age believe that because other parts of their body grow and change,
skin color and other physical traits could also change. Some young black children prefer
white dolls over black dolls (Clark, 1963). More often than white children, they may say
that they don't like their skin color, hair texture, or another physical trait. By age four,
children begin to prefer one race.
At this age, children's thinking is limited, distorted, and inconsistent. For these reasons,
it is easy for them to believe stereotypes and form pre-prejudices. In the Anti-Bias
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Curriculum, Louise Derman-Sparks states, "The goals are to facilitate children's
awareness that their racial identity does not change, to help them understand that they
are part of a large group with similar characteristics (not "different" from everyone else)
and to foster their desire to be exactly who they are."
Read picture books that celebrate all the different shades we come in.
● The Skin You Live in by Michael Tyler
● All the Colors of the Earth by Sheila Hamanaka
● Skin Again by bell hooks. (Being surrounded by different skin tones makes the
world a richer, more beautiful and interesting place!)
● We're Different, We're the Same by Bobbi Kates
Goals for Preschool: Help them understand that they are part of a large group with
similar characteristics (not "different" from everyone else) and to foster their desire to be
exactly who they are. Encourage and support their budding curiosity about their physical
and social selves and about others

Kindergarten (age 5 and 6)
Conversation around skin color/race can become even more rich and interesting as
children begin to voice their questions about why we are the way we are and how we
got our skin colors..Kindergartners continue to ask questions about physical differences,
and they can begin to understand the explanations for these differences. They can now
make distinctions between members of the same racial or cultural group. At this age,
children are developing social skills and becoming more group-oriented. They enjoy
exploring the culture of their friends. By age six, most children understand the concept
of fair and unfair, and they often use these concepts as they try to deal with issues.
Five and six is also the age to give children language they can use to be inclusive with
one another. For example, I often observe white kindergarteners being fascinated with
the hair of African-American students, especially girls, and wanting to touch their hair.
This is a problem for the African-American students, and for their parents, who did not
necessarily want hands in their children’s hair every day. In my class, we had class
meetings about the importance of giving our classmates personal space. But the
conversation didn’t stop there. We also read books about different hair types, in order to
teach about why we have different hair and why it’s important to appreciate this
difference.
It is also important to talk explicitly with children about racism, in order to help them
recognize bias and racism when its occurs—either in their own lives or in the media.
Book Recommendations
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●
●
●
●
●

Let’s Talk About Race by Julius Lester
All the Colors We Are by Katie Kissinger
Hair Dance! by Dinah Johnson
Hair Like Mine by LaTashia Perry
“I Love My Hair” Good resource for reinforcing the beauty of all different types of
hair is the Sesame Street, https://www.youtube.com/embed/enpFde5rgmw

Goals for Kindergarten: Help them understand distinctions between members of the
same racial or cultural group; concept of fair and unfair, and they often use the concepts
of “fair” and “unfair” as they try to deal with issues.

 he Early Primary Years (age 7 and 8)
T
At this age, children acquire racial constancy. They now understand that a person's skin
color will not wash off or change but will remain the same as she grows up. Children
can also consider multiple attributes at one time. They can now understand how one
person can be a member of several different groups. For example, a person can be part
of a family, a classroom, a culture, and a race.
Children should have a basic understanding of where skin color comes from, how to be
inclusive with one another around skin color differences and how to recognize bias or
racism when they see it. Children can also understand feelings of shame and pride at
this age, and they are aware of racism against their own group. They are able to
empathize, and they are interested in learning about the world. It's the perfect time for
giving them accurate information so they grow out of "preschool" ways of thinking.
Read books that feature characters of all different races, and not just the books that tell
stories around racism, though those are important too. It is essential that childred see
characters of all races in “every day” books, experiencing relatable problems and
situations. This will expand their ability to empathize with all different kinds of people.
Marisol McDonald Doesn’t Match by Monica Brown
Viola Desmond Won’t Be Budged! By Jody Nyasha Warner & Richard Rudnicki
The Case for Loving: The Fight for Interracial Marriage by Selina Alko
Separate is Never Equal: Sylvia Mendez and Her Family’s Fight for Desegregation by
Duncan Tonatiuh
Goals for Early Primary: Help them understand the many different groups of which
they are a member. (i.e. part of a family, a classroom, a culture, and a race.)
Understanding feelings of shame and pride in relationship to awareness of racism
against their own group.
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READING LIST
Good stories capture the heart, mind, and imagination and are an important way to transmit values. Using dolls can
enhance young children’s connection to the stories and their participation in solving the problems that arose in the
dolls’ lives. Anti-bias stories emerge from four sources: 1) issues that emerge from children’s daily lives, 2) events
that are currently happening in the world, 3) info that the teacher wants children to have; and 4) history.

Shades of People by
Shelly Rotner & Sheila M. Kelly

Katz

The Colors of Us by Karen

The Skin You Live in by
Michael Tyler

All the Colors of the Earth
by Sheila Hamanaka

Skin Again by bell hooks

Johnson

Hair Dance! by Dinah

Hair Like Mine by
LaTashia M. Perry

Let’s Talk About Race by
Julius Lester

I Am Not a Number by
Jenny Kay Dupuis & Kathy Kacer

Harlem’s Little Blackbird: The
Story of Florence Mills by Renee
Watson

My Hair is a Garden, words
and pictures by Cozbi A. Cabrera

Preaching to the Chickens
by Jabari Asmim,

Charlotte and the Quiet
Place by Deborah Sosin

The Case for Loving: The
Fight for Interracial Marriage by
Selina Alko

We're Different, We're
the Same by Bobbi Kates

Visiting Feelings by Lauren
Rubenstein

All the Colors We Are:
The Story of How We Get Our Skin
Color by Katie Kissinger

Marisol McDonald Doesn’t
Match by Monica Brown

Tan to Tamarind by Malathi
Michelle Iyengar

Viola Desmond Won’t Be
Budged! By Jody Nyasha Warner &
Richard Rudnicki

Mixed Me by Taye Diggs

Something Happened In Our
Town: A Child’s Story About Racial
Injustice b
 y Marianne Celano,
Marietta Collins, & Ann Hazzard

Separate is Never Equal:
Sylvia Mendez and Her Family’s Fight
for Desegregation by Duncan
Tonatiuh
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ABOUT THE ARTWORK

Artist Tomo Hillbo,Director of Communications at Meadville Lombard, states,
“This image was made it in a style of patchwork with batik fabric. Batik is a
dyeing method that developed in many different parts of the world—Egypt,
Persia, India, China, Japan, Indonesia, Africa—and was introduced to
Europe centuries later. It made me think of roots of humanity, different
cultures in harmony, and the mysterious way the universe develops us.”

an icon for
food, drumming, community, etc.

an icon for
storytelling, learning, art-making,
etc.

a flame for ritual, bonfire,
togetherness

And ocean
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